IASF 2019 DANCE WORLDS
INTERNATIONAL (OPEN) DIVISIONS
GLOBE WINNERS

Open Hip Hop Elite
1. Dollhouse Dance Factory: Chun Li
2. Legendary Athletics: Open Elite
3. Footnotes Dance Studio: Footnotes Fusion

Open Hip Hop Premier
1. Team Pilipinas: Team Philippines-Assumption College San Lorenzo
2. Angels Dance Academy: ADA Dominion (England)
3. West Coach Royalty: West Coast Royalty

Open Coed Hip Hop Elite
1. Angels Dance Academy: ADA Dark Angels (England)
2. Next Level Dance Company: Supremacy
3. Strut Performing Arts: Open Coed Hip Hop

Open Coed Hip Hop Premier
1. World Wings 2WDC: World Wings 2WDC Japan
2. Dance Factory: Mexico
3. Top Gun All Stars: TG OHH

Open Male Hip Hop
1. Velocity Dance: Wolfpack
2. Adrenaline Allstars: Rush Crew
3. Pittsburgh Poison All Stars: King Cobras
Open Jazz
1. The Vision Dance Center: Open All Stars
2. Wings Dance Promotion: Silver Wings
3. Dancin Bluebonnets: Open Jazz

Open Coed Jazz
1. Dance Factory: Mexico
2. Dancin Bluebonnets: Open Coed Jazz
3. Strut Performing Arts: Open Coed Jazz

Open Pom
1. Planets: Japan
2. Wings Dance Promotion: Silver Wings (Japan)
3. Energizers

Open Coed Pom
1. Dance Factory: Mexico
2. Pacific Elite Dance: Mystics
3. Velocity Dance: Woop

Open Kick
1. Energizers
2. Power of Dance: Indus - Knock on Wood
3. Foursis Dance Academy: Dazzler Dance Team

Open Open C/L
1. The Vision Dance Center: Open All Stars
2. Dance Dynamics: Open Lyrical
3. Dance Mania: Open Contemporary
Junior Dance

1. C-Star: C-Star Japan
2. SPG Cheerdance Project: H Beat Beans
3. Dancer’s Edge Studio: Junior Small Jazz